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Enter Minehub.

An Ecosystem Resource Planning solution
For real-time collaboration and process orchestration across 
actors

Shared data infrastructure 
Cross-actor, cross-machine, cross-border single version of the 
truth - in real-time

Connects actors and solutions into an integrated value chain
Designed for interoperability - maintain optionality, build on 
existing investments and roadmaps

Designed as a shared utility
Breaks deadlock scenario of many-to-many connections if every 
actor pushes their own solution

Compliant with Chinese cyber regulations (soon)
Set up to serve Chinese SOE and POE with cross-border data 
sharing - from technical, legal, corporate perspective

Most advanced solution and team
Production-grade infrastructure, unique industry expertise, 
present in China.



MH Blockchain infrastructure introduced
Minehub offers multiple hosting options in order to support different client needs and to comply with specific country 
regulations. E.g. data should stay in the country of the owner (e.g. in China)
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Secure communication
Ability to share data between companies securely via a blockchain to ensure data is not 
manipulated. Peers communicate directly with each other.

No central data holder
Company sensitive data is decentralised and stored only within the relevant company’s 
servers. There is no central data store and no central authority with access to the data.

Peer
Runs the chaincode (a copy of the full ledger of encrypted data), stores hashes in the 
ledger stores the hashes the actual sensitive company data is stored in the PDC. 
manages the PDC and endorses the transaction.

Orderer
Verifies transaction (e.g. in cases of sharing data it checks both parties endorse the 
transaction) and updates the peers (i.e. chaincode) Dedicated node
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PDC
Built on Hyperledger Fabric 2.2 which introduced the private data store to allow for 
scaling of privacy. Private data collection is only visible by the data owner. Specific data 
sets can be shared with other users which results in a copy in the other PDC. For 
verification of integrity a hash is stored in the ledger.

Shared node

China hosted 
client

Chinese Firewall(Chinese) regulations (data residence / data stay in country)
All data of chinese clients will be stored locally on the client environments including the  
datastores hosted in China. The client determines which data is shared with counter 
parties outside China taking into account any regulations on handling business sensitive 
data.



Use Case Explained 
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Miner in Singapore

PDC Peer

Peer
PDC

Buyer in Mainland 
China 

Chinese Firewall

Miner initiatives 
and shares data

Buyer stores data 
locally, updates, and 
decides to share 

Peer

PDC
PDC

PDC

How it translates into real world use case 

A mill picks up iron ore 
from a stockpile

PDC

Inventory movement is recorded in 
the China-based PDC of the 
warehouse operations

Peer

Share with the owner of 
the inventory outside China

Chinese Firewall

PDC Peer

RMB

USD

Inventory owner 
outside of China

Financier 
in Hong Kong

All actors have the same view, in real-time, and data is accurate across borders, and data residency compliance requirements are met.
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China Compliance for Minehub Solutions
China Data Security Laws are rapidly developing and apply to companies and individuals operating in or collecting data from 
China, including multinationals with operations and data in China. We are taking measures to meet customer demand. 

● In collaboration with AWS China we set-up China Minehub 

nodes in view of data residency requirements in China 

(regs cover “personal” and “important” data)

● Minehub cross-border connectivity components passed 

(initial) assessment and review:

○ SD-wan provider was pre-approved for its product

○ China Unicom provided MPLS also has passed 

approval 

● Minehub ICP Recordal was approved for the testing nodes

● Minehub’s Blockchain Filing request has passed and 

accepted

Actions taken China Laws and regulation

https://app.diagrams.net/?page-id=4o8Ng8UxmNEjmd9r67rh&scale=auto#G16TM0U-ZvB-mTelDJkvIroShmVdfhDqPy
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x-Border connectivity options
SDWan with Wangsu is in production, which is taking outbound routing approach, i.e. China node(s) connecting to an 
out of China Routing point to access non-China internet

SDWan (Software Defined WAN)

SDWan (Software Defined WAN) via Internet

Availability commitment 99.9%

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SD-WAN

